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The Garden Room Guide
This Guide is written to help you select the right Office in the Garden, Garden Room or Studio
for your Home and Life Style.
You have probably read enough on websites and in magazines to know that a Garden Office is
very different from a Garden Shed or Chalet, but perhaps you’re not sure what makes them
different or how to choose the best.
This Guide explains about Garden Office and Studio buildings designed for all-year-round work
or leisure use, rather than basic Summerhouses or Sheds that aren’t suitable for winter
habitation. The Guide also introduces you to small British businesses that specialise in
insulated garden buildings.
A really good Garden Office or Studio is a major investment, rather like a new car. Like buying
a car, it’s important to do your homework and ‘test drive’ before you buy. So, our first bit of
advice is don’t buy a building on-line without seeing a similar one first.
What do we know about garden offices, rooms and studios?
We have spent a lifetime building Garden Offices, Studios, Granny Annexes, etc for other
people / businesses; almost always based upon Best Practice, detailed and explained by us,
which became the de-facto Standard for whatever business that eventually ‘developed’ their
range of offerings.
With us, you have direct access to that same resource of Design and Detail; for your Project.
An Office in The Garden
Not all living or working accommodation has to be attached to your house. With a small leap of
the imagination you can create an Office in the Garden or Studio for work or leisure, to improve
your quality of life at home. Investing in the right building will provide lasting benefits. Bear in
mind that Quality equals Longevity or, you get what you pay for !!
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Small buildings design
When you spend hours in a Garden Office or Garden Room, you don’t want to feel as if you are
sitting in a badly insulated shed. The building should be well built and give you the feeling of
being outside in your garden at the same time as being inside a comfortable house.
A good quality Garden Office feels calm, comfortable and healthy to be inside. It should be well
insulated so that it consumes minimal amounts of energy and doesn’t get damp.
Look for a well insulated Office in the Garden or, a Garden Room constructed with good quality
materials; lots of insulation and no draughts. If you have an enquiring mind, find out a little
about the Structural Design and Foundation systems. Your building is going to be part of your
property for a long time and it is important to add an asset, not a liability.
Check out our Article about well insulated Offices or Garden Rooms.
Reproduced courtesy of IO Build.
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